
 
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

 

COOK COUNTY JURY FINDS IN FAVOR OF FEDERAL SIGNAL CORPORATION 

 IN TRIAL OF 27 FIREFIGHTER HEARING LOSS CLAIMS 

 
Oak Brook, Illinois, April 24, 2008 – Federal Signal Corporation [NYSE: FSS] announced today that 
a Cook County, Illinois jury absolved the Company from any liability in a suit by 27 Chicago 
firefighters claiming that they suffered hearing loss as a result of exposure to sirens manufactured 
by the Company.  The jury took less than two hours to reach its unanimous decision.  For the last 
nine years, Federal Signal has aggressively defended hearing loss cases in Cook County filed by 
current and retired firefighters.  These 27 claims were the first of the Chicago suits to reach trial. 
 
Jim Janning, chairman of the board of Federal Signal stated, "Our success in this trial 
demonstrates that Federal Signal’s position in aggressively defending these cases is justified.  
Federal Signal believes its sirens are important public safety tools and we have committed the 
resources of the company to successfully defend these cases.” 
 
Philip Beck of Bartlit Beck Herman Palenchar & Scott, Federal Signal’s lead attorney, stated, “We 
are pleased that the Company has been vindicated in this trial.  We believe that the jury’s quick 
decision after the long trial reaffirms that Federal Signal’s sirens help protect the public in a way 
that is safe for firefighters.”  
 
 
   
 
 
 

Federal Signal Corporation (NYSE: FSS) is a leader in advancing security and well-being for 
communities and workplaces around the world. The company designs and manufactures a suite of 
products and integrated solutions for municipal, governmental, industrial and airport customers. 
Federal Signal's portfolio of trusted, high-priority products include Bronto aerial devices, Elgin and 
Ravo street sweepers, E-ONE fire apparatus, Federal Signal safety and security systems, Guzzler 
industrial vacuums, Jetstream waterblasters and Vactor sewer cleaners. Federal Signal was 
founded in 1901 and is based in Oak Brook, Illinois. http://www.federalsignal.com 
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